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Prof. Bernd Ammann

Part I: Preliminaries on the Einstein equations

Solving the Cauchy problem for the vacuum Einstein equation and constraint
equations for their initial data

xx Talk no. 1, Basic concepts in Lorentz geometry, Will be discussed in

other talks.
Assuming a solid knowledge on Riemannian di�erential geometry, the speaker
should rapidly introduce the following objects: time orientation, chronological
and causal future and past, chronology and causality condition for Lorentz mani-
folds, length of causal curves, and their basic properties [Bär, Sec 2.1]. Describe
the major results of [Bär, Sec 2.2], sketch its proof without going into technical
details and assuming that the audience is familiar with Jacobi �eld arguments.
Introduce and discuss globally hyperbolic Lorentz manifolds [Bär, Sec 2.5] in
detail. Then describe shortly the results around [Bär, Sec 2.10.6].

15. and 22.10. Talk no. 2, Solving the Cauchy problem for the vacuum Ein-

stein equation and constraint equations for their initial data, Jan-Hendrik

Treude.
Derive the constraint equations for the vaccum Einstein equation of Lorentz geo-
metry. Show that after �xing suitable charts (i.e. Fermi coordinates or normal
coordinates, choice of the speaker) the system turns into a hyperbolic partial
di�erential equation. Use standard results about hyperbolic partial di�erential
equations to show the local existence of solutions and its uniqueness up to dif-
feomorphisms. Conclude that for any initial data set there is a unique maximal
Cauchy development. Then sketch rapidly Lichnerowicz's method to construct
initial data sets.
For the convenience of the speaker (and thus indirectly of the audience), it
is helpful to say several details on the literature. One of the �rst sources is
[CY, Sec. 1.1 & Sec. 3.1� 3.3.1], and this reference roughly outlines the most
important aspects to be covered. A more modern textbook style presentation
is in [Kri2, Sec. 5.4]. However the book by Kriele contains some typos in this
section, ask Bernd. Many more details can be found in [FR, Ren], but these
sources go too much into the analytical theory for our purpose. Unfortunately
most of the literature uses a coordinate dependent formalism, so it would be
desirable to present � at least the derivation of the constraint equations � in
a modern coordinate free version. Such a coordinate free presentation for the
Riemannian analogue can be found e.g. in [AMM, Sec. 2 before Thm. 2.1], see
also [BGM] for some background in notation. For the Lichnerowicz method [BI]
is a good reference. See also [Ise] as additional literature (for rounding up).
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Part II: Preliminaries around spacetime singularities

The goal of this part is to explain the singularity theorems by Hawking and
Penrose and its relations to marginally outer trapped surfaces.

22. and 29.10. Talk no. 3, Hawking's singularity theorem, Mihaela Pilca.
Explain the results and proof of [Bär, Sec. 2.8]. Several facts from section before
should be recalled or shortly introduced.

29.10. and 05.11. Talk no. 4, Penroses's singularity theorem, Nicolas Gi-

noux.
Discuss Penrose's singularity theorem, following [Bär, Sec. 2.9]. If time admits,
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of similar theorems with other condi-
tions and conclusions in [Kri1] and [Kri2].

12. and 19.11. Talk no. 5, Mass and momentum of asymptotically �at ma-

nifolds, Johannes Kleiner.
Introduce mass and momentum of asymptotically �at manifolds. Literature:
[Wa2, Chap. 11], [Chr, Chap. 1]

26.11. Supplementary Talk no. 1, The censorship conjecture, Bernd Am-

mann.
The idea of this talk is to try to give an overview which explains some forms
of the censorship conjecture, some physical interpretation and some counter
examples (in special situations). The talk will need quite a lot of reading of
the speaker, and the courage and the right feeling to choose the relevant pie-
ces to give an impression of what should be probably be the good conjecture:
[Wa1]=ArXiv: gr-qc/9710068, [Wa2, Sec. 12.1], [Kri3], [Pen], [Ear]

Part III: Preliminaries on asymptotically �at manifolds

10.12 Talk no. 6, Entfällt wegen Krankheit,

17.12. Talk no. 7, The Witten proof of the positive mass theorem, Michael

Völkl.
Explain Witten's proof of the positive mass theorem, [Wit81] and [PT].

7.1. Talk no. 8, The minimal surface proof of the positive mass theorem, Ma-

nuel Streil.
Explain the proof of the positive mass theorem via minimal hypersurfaces, as
originally proven by Schoen and Yau, see [SY1] and [SY2]. It might also be good
to check whether some secondary literature is better suited for the seminar, e.g.
one might consult [Min] which I did not �nd while preparing.

14.1. und 21.1. Supplementary Talk no. 2, Proof of the Penrose inequality,

Farid Madani.
The speaker should decide whether he wants to present to Huisken-Illmanen
proof of the Penrose inquality [HI] and [Hui], or whether he wants to follow
Bray's approach which yields a better estimate for non-connected horizons [Br1].
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??? Supplementary Talk no. 3, Current status and new aspects of the Pen-

rose inequality, N.N..
[BrC], [Mar1]=ArXiv: 0906.5566, [CM]=ArXiv: 0911.0883.

Part IV: Recent developments

Friday, 6.12. Talk no. 9, J. Metzger.
At this place it was planned: �MOTS (marginally outer trapped surfaces) are
similar to minimal surfaces, and they are used to de�ne the apparent horizon
of a black hole. In this talk it is shown that this apparent horizon is a smooth
surface, [AM]=ArXiv: 0708.4252, see also whether [AMW]=ArXiv: 0704.2889
contains interesting supplementary information for us.� It now happens that
Jan Metzger will visit us in Regensburg just at the right time for the seminar.
So he can explain this to us directly in a special session on Friday, 10-12. And
the description above is obviously not his abstract.

?? Talk no. 10, The spacetime positive mass theorem in dimensions less than

eight, Olaf Müller + ???.
The positive mass theorem is proven without the often used assumption that
the spacetime is static (time independent and of product type), [EHLS]=ArXiv:
1110.2087.

28.1. Talk no. 11, A generalization of Hawking's black hole topology theorem

to higher dimensions, N.N..
The topology of horizons in arbitrary dimensions (in 3+1 dimensions they are
spheres S2, in general dimensions a manifold admitting positive scalar curva-
ture. Explain the results and maybe the main ideas of proof of [GS]=ArXiv:
gr-qc/0509107.

4.2 Talk no. 12, Rigidity of marginally trapped surfaces and the topology of

black holes, N.N..
Explain the results and maybe the main ideas of proof of [Ga1]=ArXiv: gr-qc/0608118.

Seminar-Homepage

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/ammann/lehre/2013w ART
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